Welcome to LAD19
Paris, France 23.09. - 25.09.19
LUSTRE ADMINS & DEVS WORKSHOP
LAD'19 sponsors
General information

- Breaks and Lunch will be served upstairs
- Slide-decks will be available on the LAD19 page soon after the LAD (by clicking on the agenda items):
  
  https://www.eofs.eu/events/lad19

- Talks are filmed. Videos will be available online too.
- A survey will ask you feedback about the LAD and the talks.
- Presentations: 25 minutes talk, 5 min questions
- Wifi
LAD19 organization team

- LAD 19 is a team work!
- Warm thanks to:
  - Florent
  - Gaël
  - Guillaume (cameraman)
  - Jérôme
  - Karine
  - Laetitia
  - Philippe (keynote)
  - Quentin
  - Thomas
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+ All other guys of the team for taking care of file systems while we were busy organizing LAD...
Thank YOU

- ...YOU attendees, YOU speakers
- ...Without YOU, there would be no LAD!